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PURPOSE. Excessive and continuously produced free radicals in the outer retina are implicated
in retinal aging and the pathogenesis of sight-threatening retinopathies, yet measuring outer
retinal oxidative stress in vivo remains a challenge. Here, we test the hypothesis that
continuously produced paramagnetic free radicals from the outer retina can be measured in
vivo using high-resolution (22-lm axial resolution) 1/T1magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
without and with a confirmatory quench (quench-assisted MRI).
METHODS. Low-dose sodium iodate–treated and diabetic C57Bl6/J mice (and their controls),
and rod-dominated (129S6) or cone-only R91W;Nrl/ mice were studied. In dark-adapted
groups, 1/T1 was mapped transretinally in vivo without or with (1) the antioxidant
combination of methylene blue (MB) and a-lipoic acid (LPA), or (2) light exposure; in
subgroups, retinal superoxide production was measured ex vivo (lucigenin).
RESULTS. In the sodium iodate model, retinal superoxide production and outer retina-specific
1/T1 values were both significantly greater than normal and corrected to baseline with
MBþLPA therapy. Nondiabetic mice at two ages and 1.2-month diabetic mice (before the
appearance of oxidative stress) had similar transretinal 1/T1 profiles. By 2.3 months of
diabetes, only outer retinal 1/T1 values were significantly greater than normal and were
corrected to baseline with MBþLPA therapy. In mice with healthy photoreceptors, a light
quench caused 1/T1 of rods, but not cones, to significantly decrease from their values in the
dark.
CONCLUSIONS. Quench-assisted MRI is a feasible method for noninvasively measuring normal
and pathologic production of free radicals in photoreceptors/RPE in vivo.
Keywords: diabetic retinopathy, MRI, oxidative stress, retinitis pigmentosa, sodium iodate

ree radical production that continually exceeds the quenching capacity of a cell defines oxidative stress. Many studies
report evidence to support the hypothesis that oxidative stress
is a major contributor to the damaging effects of aging, and to
the pathogenesis of many neurodegenerative diseases, including photoreceptor-based retinopathies.1,2 For example, excessive and continuous free radical production in rod
photoreceptor cells has been implicated as an important early
event in the course of at least two major sight-threatening
retinal diseases: retinal degeneration (RD) and diabetic retinopathy (DR).2–12 However, most retinal and brain studies have so
far been performed ex vivo or are invasive, and so it has not
been possible to confirm the presence of oxidative stress
during senescence or disease in vivo.13 This has also limited
optimization of antioxidant (AO) treatment efficacy in individuals over time.
Free radicals, such as superoxide and nitric oxide, have an
unpaired electron, making them intrinsically paramagnetic and
thus detectable by 1/T1 magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI).14,15 However, because free radicals are famously shortlived, and have a relatively small relaxivity, sensitizing standard
MRI machines to detect free radicals usually involves exogenous injection of a longer-lived contrast agent that traps free

radicals and reports with higher relaxivity.14 However, such
exogenous agents are currently limited by difficulties in
crossing blood-brain/retina barriers and/or concerns about
their pharmacokinetics and tissue concentration.14,16
Here, we investigate an alternative approach that takes
advantage of the fact that many neurons of interest produce
free radicals continuously as either part of normal function or
during oxidative stress.1,2,17,18 This steady ‘‘geyser’’ of free
radicals likely produces an endogenous, pseudo-constant, and
highly localized paramagnetic relaxation mechanism detectable
with 1/T1 MRI. To confirm a free radical contribution to the 1/
T1 signal, data are collected in the absence and presence of a
quenching condition.15 Two strengths of this quench-assisted
MRI approach are that many AOs readily cross blood-brain/
retina barriers, and are approved by the Food and Drug
Administration for safe use in humans.
The present study takes advantage of the 22-lm axial
resolution available to MRI that allows measurement of several
rod cell compartment-specific functions in vivo with anatomical confirmation provided by coregistration with optical
coherence tomography (OCT) images.19–24 Quench-assisted
MRI was tested in two established oxidative stress–based
retinopathy models using a combination of clinically relevant
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AOs that operate with different quenching mechanisms:
methylene blue (MB, an alternate electron transporter that
effectively inhibits superoxide generation by mitochondria2,12,25,26 ) and a-lipoic acid (LPA, a potent free radical
scavenger2,12,25,27). To evaluate measurement sensitivity,
healthy photoreceptors and RPE were studied as well, because
in the dark, rod and cone cells continually produce high but
nonpathologic levels of free radicals, a byproduct of the
continuous production of ATP needed to maintain open ion
channels in their outer segments; this ATP is generated by
mitochondria in the inner segment, the location of approximately 75% of the mitochondria in the retina.17,28 The quench
condition in this portion of the study is light. In the light, rod
cell ion channels close, thus negating the demand for as much
ATP, and leading to a substantial reduction in free radical
production compared with that in the dark.2 In contrast to
rods, cone cells do not saturate with light, and are expected to
continue to generate high levels of free radicals in the
light.17,28

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

All animals were treated in accordance with the National
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals, the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in
Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and Institutional Animal and
Care and Use Committee authorization. Animals were housed
and maintained in 12 hour:12 hour light-dark cycle laboratory
lighting, unless otherwise noted.

Groups
The following nondiabetic groups, a mix of male and female
mice, were studied: (1) untreated (rod-dominant) C57Bl/6J
mice (wild-type [wt]; Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME,
USA), (2) wt mice treated with sodium iodate with and
without MBþLPA AO therapy, (3) diabetic mice with and
without MBþLPA antioxidant therapy, and (4) 6-week-old
129S6 rod-dominant control mice (Jackson Laboratories), and
(5) R91W;Nrl/ mice that have a rosette-free and functional
all-cone photoreceptor retina.29
For the diabetic study, at 2 months of age, 20-g male wt
mice were randomly divided into the following groups and
studied after 1.2 or 2.3 months of diabetes (or age-matched):
(1) nondiabetic control group (wt), (2) diabetic group (D), and
(3) diabetic þ antioxidant group (DþAO, details on the AO
treatment are below). In all cases, diabetes was similarly
induced and maintained in mice. Mice with starting weights of
16 to 20 g were injected with streptozotocin (STZ; 60 mg/kg),
10 mM citrate buffer (pH 4.5) intraperitoneally (IP), within 10
minutes of preparation, once a day for 5 consecutive days.
Body weight and blood glucose levels were monitored weekly.
Insulin (neutral protamine Hagedorn, Lilly Humulin N; Eli Lilly,
Indianapolis, IN, USA), administered to mice as needed based
on body weight and blood glucose levels but not more than
twice weekly, allowed slow weight gain while maintaining
hyperglycemia (blood glucose levels higher than 400 mg/dL).
Mice that lost weight and/or had blood glucose levels greater
than 600 mg/dL were given 0.1 to 0.2 units of insulin. Normal
rodent chow (Purina TestDiet 5001; Purina, Richmond, IN,
USA, which contains 11.2% fat, 26% protein, and 62.7%
carbohydrate) and water were provided ad libitum. Glycated
hemoglobin (A1c) was measured from blood collected before
each experiment. A small sample of blood was obtained from a
tail puncture and hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) measured using
kits (either Helena Laboratories, Beaumont, TX, USA, or Crystal
Chem, Downers Grove, IL, USA). We did not mix results from
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each kit but did confirm that only mice that exhibited a greater
than 2.5-fold difference between control and diabetic A1c
values were studied.

Treatments
Sodium Iodate. Sodium iodate (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St.
Louis, MO, USA) was constituted in saline, and administered as
a bolus IP (20 mg/kg) approximately 24 hours before the MRI
examination.
Methylene Blue þ LPA Antioxidant Therapy. A combination of two antioxidants was used: MB (an alternate electron
transporter that effectively inhibits superoxide generation by
mitochondria2,12,25,26) and LPA, a potent free radical scavenger.
Thirty minutes after sodium iodate treatment, or approximately 24 hours before the MRI examination of the diabetic group,
mice were treated with 1 mg/kg MB (dissolved in saline) IP.
The next day, 1 hour before the MRI examination, each MBtreated mouse was also treated with 50 mg/kg LPA (dissolved
in saline and pH adjusted to ~7.4) IP.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The general mouse preparation for high-resolution MRI is well
established in our laboratory.19 All animals were maintained in
darkness for at least 16 hours before and during the dark phase
of the MRI examination. In all groups, immediately before the
MRI experiment, animals were anesthetized with urethane
(36% solution IP; 0.083 mL/20-g animal weight, prepared fresh
daily; Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) and treated topically with 1%
atropine to ensure dilation of the iris during light exposure
followed by 3.5% lidocaine gel to reduce sensation that might
trigger eye motion, and to keep the ocular surface moist. Highresolution 1/T1 data (details below) were acquired on a 7-T
system (Bruker ClinScan, Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA,
USA) using a receive-only surface coil (1.0-cm diameter)
centered on the left eye; 1/T1 MRI data sets were collected
in dark-adapted mice because free radical production by rod
cells is greater in the dark than in the light.17,30,31 Each 1/T1
data set takes 15 minutes to collect. In some experiments, 1/T1
data also were collected at 29 minutes (midpoint of
acquisition) after turning on the light. The end of a fiberoptic
bundle was attached to a light source (Mark II Light Source;
Prescott’s, Inc., Monument, CO, USA) placed caudal to the eye,
projecting at a white screen approximately 1 cm from the eye,
similar to that previously described.32 We exposed the eye to 0
(i.e., dark) or approximately 500 lux (confirmed outside the
magnet using a Traceable Dual-Range Light Meter [Control
Company, Friendswood, TX, USA] placed against a 1-cmdiameter aperture; measured this way, room lighting is
approximately 300 lux). A combination of two factors
prevented us from examining repeated or different dark/light
cycles: (1) maintenance of anesthetized mouse physiology for
extended periods inside the MRI machine is difficult and
urethane provided a reliable but limited hour-long stable
preparation; and (2) the slow response time of rods limits
adaptation to 30 minutes. In all cases, animals were humanely
euthanized as detailed in our DLAR-approved protocol.
The 1/T1 MRI procedure has been described in detail
previously.19 Retinal partial saturation T1 data were acquired
using a dual-coil mode on a 7-T Bruker ClinScan system: several
single spin-echo (time to echo [TE] 13 ms, 7 3 7 mm2 , matrix
size 160 3 320, slice thickness 600 lm, in-plane resolution
21.875 lm) images were acquired at different repetition times
(TRs) in the following order (number per time between
repetitions in parentheses): TR 0.15 second (6), 3.50 s (1), 1.00
second (2), 1.90 seconds (1), 0.35 second (4), 2.70 seconds
(1), 0.25 second (5), and 0.50 second (3). To compensate for
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reduced signal-noise ratios at shorter TRs, progressively more
images were collected as the TR decreased. Animals were
studied in pseudo-random order between controls and
experimental mice.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging Data Analysis
In each animal, we confirmed ocular dilation based on the iris
position on the MRI data.33 The 1/T1 MRI data from the central
retinal (61 mm from the center of the optic nerve) were
analyzed as previously described.19 Single images acquired
with the same TR were first registered (rigid body) and then
averaged. These averaged images were then registered across
TRs. The same regions of interest as above were analyzed by
calculating 1/T1 maps by first fitting to a three-parameter T1
equation (y ¼ a þ b*[exp(c*TR)], where a, b, and c are fitted
parameters) on a pixel-by-pixel basis using R (v.2.9.0, R
Development Core Team [2009], R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria) scripts developed in-house, and
the minpack.lm package (v.1.1.1, Timur V; Elzhov and
Katharine M. Mullen minpack.lm: R interface to the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm found in
MINPACK. R package version 1.1–1). The reciprocal (1/T1)
values directly reflect paramagnetic free radical levels.34
Central intraretinal 1/T1 profiles were obtained as detailed
elsewhere.33 Values from the superior and inferior retina were
averaged.
In each mouse, retinal thicknesses (lm) from the manganese-enhanced MRI images were objectively determined using
the ‘‘half-height method,’’ wherein a border is determined via a
computer algorithm based on the crossing point at the
midpoint between the local minimum and maximum, as
detailed elsewhere.33,35 The distance between two neighboring crossing points thus represents an objectively defined
thickness. Thickness values were then normalized with 0%
depth at the presumptive vitreoretinal border and 100% depth
at the presumptive retina-choroid border. As previously
discussed, the dark-to-light transition produces a significant
increase in choroidal, but not retinal, thickness.36–38 To allow
for comparisons between groups and conditions, 1/T1 transretinal profiles in dark and light in each mouse were thus
spatially normalized to the anatomical thickness value in the
dark.22
Similar to collection and analysis procedures used in the
lucigenin superoxide assay below to minimize day-to-day
variability, in the MRI experiments, each session consisted of
at least three control mice studied alternatively with at least
three experimental mice. Correction factors were calculated at
each retinal depth to adjust the mean control 1/T1 values of
the same-day controls to a reference set of control 1/T1 values.
These depth-specific correction factors were then applied to
the experimental data from that day. For this reason, the y-axis
is labeled as ‘‘Adjusted 1/T1.’’

Lucigenin Assay of Superoxide
Superoxide levels were measured ex vivo with lucigenin (bis-Nmethylacridinium nitrate), as reported previously.2

Statistical Analysis
Superoxide levels were analyzed by two-tailed ANOVA
followed by the Fisher post hoc test. Magnetic resonance
imaging transretinal profile data between groups was first
performed using a one-tailed unpaired t-test at different
locations of the adjusted 1/T1 transretinal profiles to objectively identify regions of interest. Then, a generalized
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estimating equation (GEE) approach was used to compare
selected location ranges, identified from the t-tests as
significant.39,40 The GEE method is a more powerful two-tailed
method that performs a general linear regression analysis using
contiguous locations in each subject and accounts for the
within-subject correlation between contiguous locations.
When the initial t-test identified a location range as likely
significant (P  0.05) at the one-tailed level, GEE was
performed on that data in that range. Data are presented as
mean 6 SEM. Differences were considered statistically
significant at P less than 0.05.

RESULTS
Quench-Assisted MRI is Sensitive to Outer Retina
Oxidative Stress In Vivo
Model 1: Sodium Iodate. Sodium iodate is an oxidizing
agent that targets RPE cells. At high systemic doses, at least
some of the histopathologic features found in the dry form of
AMD are observed.41,42 However, at lower doses (e.g., 20 mg/
kg), there is good, but indirect, evidence that both RPE and rod
cells experience oxidative stress in the absence of histopathology.43,44 To confirm that low-dose iodate increases production
of at least one free radical species, we measured superoxide
production from the whole retina (Fig. 1A) of low-dose sodium
iodate–treated mice. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 1A,
sodium iodate superoxide production was supernormal and
was corrected by the AO combination of MB and LPA. The
laminar retinal architecture was largely normal on visual
inspection of OCT data (Fig. 1B) with the RPE layer becoming
hyperreflective43; whole retinal thickness MRI measurements
also were unremarkable (controls, 219 6 3 lm [n ¼ 16, mean
6 SEM]; iodate-treated mice, 226 6 6 lm [n ¼ 10]; iodate- and
MBþLPA-treated mice, 225 6 6 lm [n ¼ 9]; P ¼ 0.5; one-way
ANOVA). However, these superoxide measurements do not
indicate which retina region(s) are generating the excess free
radicals in vivo.
Having established the presence of excessive free radical
production in this model, we then examined the outer retina in
the low-dose sodium iodate model with quench-assisted MRI
(Fig. 1B). The 1/T1 of both RPE and rod cell layers were greater
than normal, and MBþLPA treatment effectively corrected
these supernormal values to baseline in vivo, confirming that
this increased 1/T1 was due to free radicals (Fig. 1B); 1/T1 of
the presumptive retinal ganglion cell layer of sodium iodate
treatment mice significantly decreased with MBþLPA treatment
compared with untreated controls, warranting further study.
Summarizing, in an acutely induced model, excessive free
radical production and its suppression with MBþLPA measured
ex vivo (Fig. 1A) were also measured in vivo (Fig. 1B) by
quench-assisted MRI with localization to the outer retina.
Model 2: Diabetes. Retinal-based oxidative stress has been
identified as pathogenic for DR.2 Many studies report a
diabetes-duration–dependent increase in whole retinal oxidative stress biomarkers (e.g., superoxide and nitric oxide levels)
on postmortem examination,11,45 and that systemic AO therapy
prevents the appearance of early pathophysiology and later
histopathology.2,21,22 Surprisingly, the major contributor to the
increased free radical level in the retina from 2-month diabetic
mice has been suggested to be cells of the outer retina (i.e., rod
and RPE cells) and not endothelial cells.2,46,47
Thus, we asked if rod and RPE cells in 1.2- and 2.3-month
diabetic mice with hemoglobin A1c levels greater than 2.5 that
of controls would show evidence for progressive increases in
oxidative stress on quench-assisted MRI in vivo. The 2.3-month
hyperglycemic mice demonstrated a significant increase in 1/
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FIGURE 1. Quench-assisted MRI measurement in vivo of outer retina oxidative stress. (A) Retina superoxide production measured ex vivo from
dark-adapted controls (C, black, n ¼ 10); sodium iodate–treated mice (IO3, green, n ¼ 6); IO3 mice treated with AO (IO3þAO, red, n ¼ 6).
*Significant difference (P < 0.05). (B) Quench-assisted MRI profiles measured in vivo from dark-adapted controls (black, n ¼ 30); IO3 mice (green, n
¼ 7); IO3þAO mice (red, n ¼ 9). Optical coherence tomography images (control vs. IO3) show mostly unchanged laminar spacing within the retina;
dashed vertical lines map outer plexiform layer (48%) and retina/choroid boundary (100%) onto MRI profiles; MRI insert shows regions studied
(white boxes); visual inspection of each group’s MRI does not allow for easy appreciation of differences in the derived parameter 1/T1 and so only a
representative image is presented. **Retinal depth range with significant difference (P < 0.05). Adjusted 1/T1 data at each depth used factors that
normalize same-day controls to a control reference data set.

T1 signal in the presumptive RPE layer, and MBþLPA treatment
effectively corrected this abnormality (Fig. 2C). The duration of
diabetes was important because outer retinal 1/T1 profiles of
1.2-month diabetic mice were not different from that in agematched controls (Fig. 2B). Technique reproducibility was
demonstrated by the lack of differences in transretinal 1/T1
profiles between 3- and 5-month nondiabetic control mice (Fig.
2A). Interestingly, 2.3 months of diabetes also produced an
increase in 1/T1 in the presumptive inner nuclear layer, but
this was not different from the MBþLPA group, suggesting it is
not related to free radical production; other small differences
were noted with AO therapy that require further study. The 2.3
months of diabetes did not alter the laminar morphology based
on visual inspection of single-animal OCT data (Fig. 2);
however, whole retinal thickness as measured by MRI was
lowered with diabetes. Control retinal thickness values were
not different between groups (Kruskal-Wallis test, P > 0.05,
231 6 3 lm [n ¼ 13]) and not different from 5-month control
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retinal thickness values (223 6 4 lm [n ¼ 6]); however, retinal
thickness values at 1.2 (203 6 4 lm [n ¼ 4]) and 2.3 months of
diabetes without (209 6 4 lm [n ¼ 5]) or with MBþLPA AO
(202 6 7 lm [n ¼ 4]) were all lower (P < 0.05) than agematched control values; no differences (P > 0.05) in thickness
values between treated and untreated diabetes were noted.
The relatively tight range of A1c values for each group (data not
shown) precluded attempts at correlation between level of
diabetes and change in outer retinal oxidative stress.
Summarizing, in a chronic disease model, quench-assisted
MRI data in vivo are consistent with a diabetes-duration–
dependent increase in free radical production over that in
controls in the outer retina. It is possible that quench-assisted
MRI did not capture the contribution of all types of free radical
species, including those in the rod cells. Nonetheless, the
present finding clearly highlights cells of the outer retina as a
major contributor to retinal oxidative stress in vivo, consistent
with previous measurements performed ex vivo2,46,47 and
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other studies in vivo.21,22,48–50 One important implication of
these findings is that treatments that correct retinal oxidative
stress or its sequela (e.g., inflammation, retinal microvasculopathy) in diabetes cannot be assumed to act only or primarily
on endothelial cells, the focus of clinical evaluation of DR. In
other words, based on these considerations, it seems prudent
going forward to consider how treatment affects diabetesinduced oxidative stress in both the inner and outer retina.

Quench-Assisted MRI Is Sensitive to Continuous
Production of Free Radicals in Healthy Outer
Retina In Vivo
To test measurement sensitivity in the absence of injury, we
then examined healthy photoreceptors that continuously
produce free radicals in the dark.17,30,31,51 Unlike rods, cone
cells do not saturate in the light, and previous work predicts
that their generation of free radicals will be much higher than
in light-adapted rods.17,17,28 In support of this prediction, outer
retina–specific 1/T1 values of healthy control mice were higher
in the dark and reduced by a light quench (Figs. 3A, 3C);
maintaining control mice in the dark for the same time as in the
light did not cause outer retinal 1/T1 values to decrease (data
not shown) thus ruling out a possible duration-of-anesthesia
confounder. Furthermore, in a cone-only mouse model
(R91W;Nrl/),29 dark-adapted cone-cell–specific 1/T1 values
did not decrease with light (Figs. 3B, 3C). Based on Okawa et
al.,17 we predicted a higher outer retinal 1/T1 in these coneonly mice. The increased values in the presumptive RPE layer
on MRI were unexpected and need additional evaluation.
Retinal thickness values were different (P < 0.05) between
129S6 (224 6 3 lm [n ¼ 7]) and R91W;Nrl/ mice (205 6 3
lm [n ¼ 5]). No evidence for RPE hyperreactivity on OCT of
the mutant mice was noted (data not shown).
Summarizing, in healthy retina, the results of quenchassisted MRI in dark- and light-exposed rod and cone cells in
vivo were in line with the light-evoked redox physiology of the
outer retina predicted from studies ex vivo.

DISCUSSION

FIGURE 2. Quench-assisted MRI measurement in vivo of diabetesinduced outer retina oxidative stress. (A) Control mice of 2.3 months
(black, n ¼ 30) and 5-month control mice (blue, n ¼ 6). These are the
age-matched controls for the 1.2- and 2.3-month diabetic groups,
respectively. (B) Nondiabetic mice (black, n ¼ 30) and 1.2-month
diabetic mice (green, n ¼ 4), and (C) nondiabetic control mice (black,
n ¼ 30), 2.3-month diabetic mice (green, n ¼ 5), and 2.3-month diabetic
mice treated with MBþLPA AOs (red, n ¼ 4). Graphs are presented
using the conventions of Figure 1B; 2.3-month diabetic and control
laminar structure (e.g., Fig. 1) were similar on OCT and only 2.3-month
diabetic data are shown. **Retinal depth range with significant
difference (P < 0.05).
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Collectively, the data in this study strongly suggest that
continuous free radical production in the outer retina with
injury and in health, as measured on postmortem examination,
also can be evaluated with quench-assisted MRI in vivo.
Depending on the metrics evaluated, postmortem and in vivo
assays may be more or less sensitive to different free radical
species, although likely with substantial overlap. Quenchassisted MRI likely measures the continuous production of
several species of free radicals, and thus is a potentially useful
global readout of free radical burden in retinopathies in which
sources and species of free radicals are expected to vary over
time.6,8,52 If desired, it might be possible to unravel the
contribution of each free radical source (e.g., mitochondria,
peroxisome, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
oxidase) and/or species (e.g., superoxide, peroxide, nitric
oxide) with a combination of targeted AO therapies and
genetically modified animal models. The results of this study
thus represent an important advance over currently available,
noninvasive technologies used in vision research because
neither OCT nor electrophysiology (ERG) are sensitive to free
radicals. Redox-sensitive methods are available but usually
require either highly specialized, nonstandard equipment (e.g.,
electron paramagnetic resonance imaging), or injection of
stable free radical–sensitive reporter contrast agents.13,14,16
Quench-assisted MRI represents a relatively simple approach
with high potential to improve experimental and clinical
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FIGURE 3. Quench-assisted MRI measurement of healthy outer retina free radical production in vivo. (A) Magnetic resonance imaging profiles from
129S6 mice exposed in a paired-fashion to dark (n ¼ 7) then light (n ¼ 7) inside the magnet. (B) Magnetic resonance imaging profiles from cone-only
R91W;Nrl/ double transgenic mice exposed in a paired-fashion to dark (n ¼ 5) then light (n ¼ 5) inside the magnet. Adjusted 1/T1 data at each
depth used factors that normalize same-day 129S6 controls to a 129S6 reference data set. Graphs are otherwise presented using the conventions of
Figure 2B. **Retinal depth range with significant difference (P < 0.05). (C) Bar graph summary of 1/T1 data in dark (D) and light (L) averaged over
the regions spanning the outer limiting membrane (OLM) to the RPE in 129S6 and R91W;Nrl/ mice based on their OCT data; these regions are
indicated by the heavy white lines on the respective OCT images. *Significant difference (P < 0.05).

evaluation of devastating photoreceptor-based oxidative stress
diseases such as RD and DR, and improve early AO intervention
and treatment.
Could alternative factors, such as PO2, pH, or hemodynamics,
explain the quench-assisted MRI results? For example, oxygen is
a paramagnetic molecule, and can also modify 1/T1.53,54 If PO2
is the dominant relaxation mechanism in the present studies, we
would predict an increase in 1/T1 with light because PO2 of rod
cells increases in the light (compared with that in the dark).55
Instead, as shown in Figure 3, rod cell 1/T1 decreases in the
light. Changes in pH also occur with dark and light, but are
unlikely to contribute to present observations because lightdependent fluctuations in rod cell pH are relatively small (~0.2
pH units) and 1/T1 in the absence of a pH-sensitive contrast
agent is not particularly sensitive to pH.56 In addition, dark/light
changes in rod 1/T1 could not be due to hemodynamic changes
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because the photoreceptor layer is avascular. These considerations further support the interpretation that quench-assisted
MRI directly detects continuous production of paramagnetic
free radicals in photoreceptors and RPE in vivo.
Quench-assisted MRI is likely to be most useful in the
presence of an excessive and continuous production of free
radicals, a condition of interest that suggests the presence of
high levels of oxidative stress. Is measurement of supernormal
free radical production necessary and sufficient to identify
oxidative stress? Oxidative stress is the continual generation of
free radicals exceeding a cell’s quenching capacity. However, it
is not currently possible to image the endogenous ability of
cells to quench free radicals. It is likely that when free radical
production exceeds free radical removal, redox-regulated
neuronal signaling will be substantially altered and this will
induce downstream neuronal pathophysiology.57,58 We expect
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that a diagnosis of pathologic oxidative stress in vivo might be
improved by measuring if (1) there is greater than normal
production of free radicals, (2) if such supernormal free radical
production is associated with neuronal dysfunction, and (3) if a
quench condition corrects (1) and (2). Notably, MRI has
matured to the point in which more key functional indices of
the health of rod and RPE cells can be measured in mice in vivo
than is currently possible by any other imaging approach.19–24
These indices include measurement of rod outer nuclear layer
L-type calcium channel (LTCC) function in dark and light, outer
nuclear layer arrestin-1 and its light-evoked translocation, and
light-dependent expansion of the extracellular space surrounding rod outer segments (a process controlled in part by rod
cells and in part by RPE cells).19–24 Future studies that combine
quench-assisted MRI with MRI measurements of impaired
LTCC function and light-evoked subretinal space expansion in
the same set of cells during the same imaging session will
uniquely evaluate oxidative stress as it relates to disease
pathogenesis in vivo. Because much of the free radical and
functional contrast is based on endogenous mechanisms
without the need for injection of a contrast agent, clinical
translation of this approach into humans is expected.
In summary, quench-assisted MRI is a feasible method for
noninvasively evaluating continuous free radical production in
photoreceptors and RPE in vivo. In addition, quench-assisted
MRI can be readily combined with other MRI assays of
photoreceptor function to aid in the identification of pathogenic oxidative stress in vivo. We anticipate that quenchassisted MRI will be translatable to humans because highresolution images of the retina are possible without sedation
using a cued-blinking procedure, and LPA and MB are clinically
relevant, as are many other AOs.26,59–62 Future applications of
this technology may include the study of continuous free
radical production in other persistently active neurons (e.g.,
dopaminergic pacemaker cells), in neurons engineered to be
photosensitive (optogenics), and in cells particularly vulnerable to generating oxidative stress (e.g., CA1 region of the
hippocampus).
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